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0. Introduction

Let M and M* be connected Riemannian manifolds of dimension n^3, and

denote the product Riemannian structures by (M, g, F) and (M*, g*, G) respec-

tively,where g and g* are the Riemannian metrics and F and G the product

structures of M and M*. Under a diffeomorphism / of M to M*, the image of

a quntity on M* to M by the induced map /* of / will be denoted by the same

character as the original. For example, we write g* for f*g* and G for f*G

on M. We say that the product structures F and G are commutative with one

another at a point P of M under / if FG=GF at P.

In the present paper, a conformal diffeomorphism means a non-homothetic

one unless otherwise stated. The purpose is to prove the following

Theorem 1, // both M and M* are complete product Riemannian manifolds,

then there is no global conformal diffeomorphism of M onto M* such that the

product structures F and G are not commutative under it in an open subset of M.

This Is an improvement of the main theorem in a previous paper [4] with

weaker condition "in a open subset" than "in a dense subset" of the previous.

As the contraposition of Theorem 1, we can state the following

Theorem 2. // both M and M* are complete product Riemannian manifolds

and thereis a global conformal diffeomorphism f of M onto M*, then the product

structures F and G are commutative under f everywhere in M.

An affirmative example of Theorem 2 was given in [4].

To prove Theorem 1, we firstassume that there is an open subset where

the product structures F and G are not commutative under a conformai dif-

feomorphism / of M into M*. Then we obtain differentialequations on the

associated scaiar fieldp with /. Three considerable cases occur, and we obtain

the expression of p in each case. Comparison of arc-lengths of some geodesic
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in M and Jitsimage in M* shows the non-existence of global conformal dif

feomorphism between complete product manifolds.

1. Preliminaries

We shall recall lemmas and differentialequations from [4] as preliminaries.

Throughout the present paper we assume that differentiabilityof manifolds and

diffeomorphisms is of class C°°.For indicating components of tensors, Greek

indices /c,X, ft,v, o) run on the range from 1 to n, and other Greek indices run

on indicated temporary ranges.

Let M be the product M1 X M2 of two Riemannian manifolds Mx and Mz of

dimension nx and n2 respectively, ni+n2=n, and {xh, yp) a separate coordinate

system of M, (xh) belonging to Mt and (yp) to M2. Here and hereafter Latin

indices always run on the following ranges:

h, i,j, k= l, 2, -■■,nly

p, q, r, s=nt+l, ･･･,n.

With respect to a separate coordinate system (xh, yp) in M, the metric

tensor g―ig^x) of M has pure components gji(xh) and gqp(yp) only, depending

on the coordinates (xh) and (yp) respectively, and the product structure F=-(FxK)

has pure components Fi1―^ and F/=―dP. Covaraint differentiationwith re-

spect to g in M will be denoted by V, and the parts along Mx and M2, ex-

pressed by It and Vg respectively, are commutative with one another.

A conformal diffeomorphism / of M to M* is characterized by a change

of the metric tensors, where p is a positive-valued scalar fieldon M and said

to be associated with /. We shall put px―lxp and denote by Y the gradient

vector field(p*) of p. The parts (ph) and (pp) of Y belonging to Mx and M2

will be denoted by Yx and Y2 respectively,and the squared length of Y by 0, i.e.,

Under a conformal diffeomorphism /, the induced tensor G from M* to M

constitutes an almost product Riemannian structure (M, g, G), which is not

necessarily integrable. The covariant tensor G^x defined by G^x ―G^ggx is

symmetric in X and ft. The product structures F and G are commutative if and

only if GxK and Gf,x have pure components only with respect to a separate co-

ordinate system in M.

If the metric g* of M* is conformally related to g of M by (1.1), then the
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integrability of the product structure G with respect to g* in M* is equivalent

to the differentialequation

(1.2) 7^^= ―{G^p^+G^px-g^G^p^-g^Gx^)

on M. Starting from this equation, we proved the following lemmas of local

character:

Lemma 1. A conformal diffeomorphism f of M into M* is a homothety if

and only if

VPGiK=O.

Then the structures F and G are commutative under f.

Lemma 2. // the structures F and G are commutative under a conformal

diffeomorphism f, then the associated scalar field p is a function on either of the

parts Mi or M2 only.

Lemma 3. // the associated scalar field p depends on one part, say Mlf but is

not a constant, then the structure G is commutative with F under f, or the scalar

field p satisfiesthe equation

(1.3) VjPi=c>pgji

on Mu where c is a positiveconstant, and the squared length 0 of the gradient

vector field Y― Yx is equal to

(1.4) 0=Ptp*=cY-

We put the subset

^(PIY^P^O},

N2={P＼Yz(P)=0},

U={P＼Y1{P)±0, F2(P)^0},

V={P＼FG^FG at P}.

and see the inclusion relations

UdVcM-N.nN,

by means of Lemmas 1 and 2.

Now we 'suppose that the open subset V is not empty, then by means of

Lemma 3 we have to consider the cases where U is empty and VcNiKJNz or

where U is not empty.

By pretty long arguments, in every component of U, we obtain the follow-

ing equations
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(1.5)
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v^=y" W+kP2y)g≫+CGJtl

k and C being constants, or

(1.6) lqliP*=CGqi+2pqPi,

^pp2=--(R-kp*)gqp+CGqp+2pgPp

The squared length 0 of Y is decomposable in U, that is,it is the sum

(1.7) 0=p,p>!=01+R2

of functions Rx of (xh) and 02 of (yp), and it satisfiesthe equations

(1.8)

where we have put

(1.9)

^lili(0-kpi)=Qgli

Differentiating the equations (1.6, 1) in yp and (1.6, 3) in x＼ we have the

equations

f7p7j7tio2=7p(02+feio2)^,

Moreover, comparing these equations (1.10) with the derivatives of (1.8), we see

the function Q equal to

(1.11) Q=k(01-0i-kpi)+b,

b being a constant. Then the equations (1.8) turn to

(^i(.0i-kp2)=Lk(01-0i-kp2)+b-]gJt,

＼

^p(02+kp3)=lk(01-0t-kpt)+b2gqP,

Covariantly differentiating the equations (1.6, 1) in xk and (1.6, 3) in yr, we

have the equations

{VkVFipi=Wk0i+kVkp*)gJi+gkFi0i+gkiVj01,

(1.13)

{Vr＼VpP* = WT02-kVrP*)ggP + grqVp02 + grp＼0*,

and finally the equations
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f7*7,-7i01=A?(2^i7*01 + g*;V^1+^*i7>01),
(1.14)

in which the functions 01 and $2 can be replaced with 0 itself. The equations

(1.5) to (1.14) are extended on the closure of every component of U, because of

the differentiabilityof p. The constants k, C and b might be differentin every

component, however we shall see that these constants are common all over the

manifold M.

On the other hand, a scalar fieldp in a Riemannian manifold M is said to

be special concircular if it satisfiesthe equation of the form

(1.15) VpPi^kp+Qgpi,

k and b being constants. The constant k is called the characteristicone of p.

See [2] and [3] as to detailson concircular scalar fields.

The trajectoriesof the gradient vector field Y=(pK) of p are geodesies,

called p-curves. In a neighborhood of an ordinary point of p, there is a local

coordinate system, said to be adapted, such that the first coordinate u is the

arc-length of ^-curves and p is a function of u. The metric form ds2 of M is

there given in the form

(1.16) dsi=dui+{p＼u)}iIsi,

where prime indicates the derivative in u and ds'2is the metric form of an

(n ―l)-dimensional Riemannian manifold M:

(1.17) 1s2=fpaduPdua (a, £=2, 3, ･-, n).

The metric tensor g=(gpx) has components

(1.18) ^Tn = l, gla=gai=0, gpa=p'*ffia

with respect to an adapted coordinate system, and the Christoffel symbol has

components

(1.19)

where

{

{

AH uM ;> =0

1 1 , ,
(

＼a

H£*

＼ A is the Christoffelsymbol composed from the metric (1.17) of M

Along a p-curve, or more generally along any geodesic with arc-length u, the

equation (1.15) turns to the ordinary differentialequation
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p"(u)=kp+b.

If there is a stationary point 0 of p, F(O)=0, then a geodesic hypersphere M

with center 0 is an (n―l)-dimensional sphere.

For a special concircular scalar fieldp, we put

(I) k=0, (H) k = c＼ (ffl) k = -c* (c>0)

according to the signature of k in (1.15). By a suitable choice of the arc-length

u of p-curves, p is given by

(1.20)

(I, A)

(I,B)

(n, Ac)

au

aecw―b/c2

(6=0),

(6*0),

p{u)―
(n, A_) asinhcu ―b/cz,

(II,B) acoshcu ―b/c2,

(EH) a coscu+b/c2,

where a is an arbitrary constant. The present author [2, 3] proved

Theorem A. // a Riemannian manifold M of dimension n^2 is complete

and admits a special concircular scalar field p, then M is one of the following

manifolds corresponding to the expressions(1.20) of p:

(I, A) the product IxM of a straight line I and a complete manifold M of

dimension n―1,

( I, B) a Euclidean space,

(II, A) a pseudo-hyperbolic space of type(n, Ao) or (n, A-), thatis, a warped

product IxM with metric form (1.16) where p is given by (II, Ao) or (n, A_) of

(1.20).

(II, B) a hyperbolic space of curvature ―c2,

(HI) a sphere of curvature c2.

It is noted that p has no stationary point in the cases indicated with A, one

in the cases with B and two in the case (HI), and that p has a zero point in

the cases (I, A) and (n, A_).

2. Case (1) where the subset Lf―0

Returning to our problem, we firstconsider the case U―0 but V=£0. By

means of Lemma 3, we may suppose Vr＼(M―N1)＼:0, then we have the equa-

tions (1.3) and (1.4) in each connected component of Vr＼(M― Nx). By these
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equations, the associated scalar fieldp is given by

(2.1) p=-aecw (g^O)

along p-curves lying in the part Ma(P) through a point Pg Vr＼{M―NJ. It fol-

lows from the differentiabilityof p that the equations (1.3) and (1.4) are ex-

tendable first on the part Ma(P), next on the closure of each component of

Vr＼(M― Ni) and finallyall over M. There is no point such that Y2^0, that is,

we see M=N2. By virtue of Theorem A, we can state

Proposition I. We assume that a product Riemannian manifold M=MxxM2

is complete and a conformal diffeomorphism f maps M into a product Riemannian

one M*. In Case (1), the associated scalar field p is given by (2.1), and the part

Mi of dimension n^2 is a pseudo-hyperbolic space of type (n, Ao) with metric

form

ds12=^du2+e2cuars12

where ds^ is the metric form of an (ni―l)-dimensional manifold Mu or Mx is a

l-dimensional straight line I.

Proof of Theorem 1 in Case (1). The manifold M* is supposed to be com-

plete too, and / to be global. The underlying manifold of M1 is the product

IxMi and copies of / in Mx are p-curves,

Let F be a jo-curvelying on Mu F* the image f(f), and s* the arc-length

of F* such that s*=0 correspondingto w―0. Then s* is related to s by the

differentialeouation

ds*

~du

_

1

_

p
= ―g-e*

a

or, by integration, we have the inequality

s* =
J_(1_g-C≫)<J_

Therefore the length of the image F* is bounded as u tends to the infinity

along F. This contradictsthe globalnessof /, see [5]. Thus Theorem 1 is

oroved in thiscase.

3. Case (2) where the subset Ui=0 and k=Q

We shall firstconsider the case where the subset U is not empty. The

copy of the part Mx passing through a point P will be denoted by M^P), the

union of Ma(P) for all points P of a subset S by M^S), and similar notations
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will be used as to M2. Let Fx and F2 be any geodesiccurves lyingin Mi(P)

and M2(P) with arc-lengthu and v respectively.Let Uo be an arbitrary con-

nected component of U and Uo the closureof Uo. Along Fy in A4l(P)r＼U0and

F2 in M2(P)nf/o≫the equations(1.13)turn to the differentialequations

(3.1)

j *E'k?£+301>w

8spz
= ― k

dp*

dv
+3<ZV(v)

dv*

and the equations (1.14) to the ordinary linear differentialequations

(3.2) R1'"(u)^4:k0f1(u), 0ttm{v)= -4k0'2(v),

where primes indicate derivatives in the indicated variables.

Let us prove the following

Lemma 4. The subsets A/"aand N2 are border setsin M the constants k, C

and b are common to all connected components of U and the equations (1.5) to

(1.14) all valid in the whole manifold M.

Proof. Let Nl and N°2be the open kernels of A/"iand Nz respectively.

Suppose that N°2is not empty and Q its point. Then the equation (1.10.1) means

that, for each p, VPJo2 is a special concircular scalar field in M1(Q)r＼U0 and

identically vanishes in M1(Q)nN|. The equation (1.10, 1) holds with vanishing

right hand side in Ma(Q)niV?. Since a special concircular scalar field has at

most two stationary points unless it is constant, lppz should be constant and

consequently V2,io2=0 on M^Q). Hence we have Yt=(iop)~0 in Mi{N°2),that is,

Mi(N$) is contained in N2 and there vanish all successive derivatives of p and

0 in yp. Simlarly, M2(N?)CATi if N＼ is not empty.

Take an arbitrary point ReM-M,(/7?). The intersection M2(R)r＼Mi(N°z)is

not emply. In order for p to be differentiablycontinuable beyond the border of

M2(R)r＼M1(N0z),it follows from (3.2, 2) that $2 should be constant along any

geodesic curve lying in M2(R), then from (3.1) that so be p and Y2=0 in M2(R).

Hence M~-M2(N°1)is contained in N<, and we have M=NinN2. This contradicts

the assumption Ui^0. Thus Ar2is a border set in M, and similarly so is Nt.

By the similar arguments to the above, neither the border sets Nt nor A^

contain points where all the successive derivatives of p vanish. By comparison

of the equations (1.14) on the border of adjoining connected components of U,

the constant k is common to all connected components, and so are the constants

C and b by means of (1.5) and (1.12). As a consequence the equations (1.5) to

(1.14) are valid over the manifold M. Q. E. D.
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In the remaining of this paragraph, we consider the case of fe=0. The

equations (1.10) and (1.13) together make a tensor equation

(3.3) UtXip^g^lxQ+g^ft+grilvR.

It follows from (1.11) that Q―b, and by account of the decomposability of 0,

the equations (1.12) turn to the tensor equation

(3.4) VfXiQ^bgpi.

Furthermore this case splitsto the three following cases.

(a) If 0 is constant in M, then the equation (3.3)is reduced to the equation

(3.5) V.V^V^O.

Now we shall prove the following

Lemma 5. In Case (2, a) where k―0 and 0 is constant, we have the tensor

equation

(3.6) VP*iPi=20glti.

Proof. We suppose that M is a product of irreducible parts, regarding a

1-dimensiona! part to be irreducible. One of the parts may be Mi. Then, by

the irreducibility,the equation (3.5) implies

V,Vi/O2=0, lilipi=2a1gji

in Mlt ≪! being a non-zero constant. Hence p2 is decomposable, and there is an

adapted coordinate system (uh) in My such that p2 is expressed as

(3.7) pz---~al{ulf+2^,

where ft is a function independent of uh. Substituting the derivatives of the

expression (3.7)into p*0 = p2pxpx, we obtain the relation

0{a1(u1)*+2p}=a1＼u1)i+pqp,

putting /3a=7g/3. Comparing the coefficientsof (m1)2 in the two sides, we see

ax=0. Applying the same argument to the irreducible parts, we obtain the

equation (3.6). Q. E. D.

The scalar fieldp2 is of type ( I , B) in (1.20). There is an adapted coord-

inate system (u, ua), a=2, ･･･, n, in M such that p2 is given by

(3.8)

and the metric form of M by

(3.9)

p* = 0U*

ds2 ^du2i-u2ds2
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By virtue of Theorem A, we have

Proposition 2, (a). In Case (2, a), under the same assumption as that of

Proposition 1, the manifold M is a Euclidean space and the associated scalarfield

a is crivanbv (3.R).

Proof of Theorem 1 in Case (2, a). The associated scalar field p vanishes

at the origin 0 corresponding to u=0, and there is no conformal diffeomorphism

of M onto M*. The theorem is proved in this case.

(b) If 0 is not constant and D=b=0, then we have the equation

7,7,0=0

by means of (3.4). The manifold M is the Riemannian product of a 1-dimen-

sional manifold Mx and an (n―l)-dimensional one M.2, and there is a separate

coordinate system (u, yp) such that 0 is expressed as

(3.10) 0=2au,

a being a constant.

The equation (3.3) splitsinto the following equations:

f71717lio2-6a, 7,7,7,^=0,
(3.11)

[＼7p71pt=2agqp, 7r7,7p/0≪=O

with respect to the system. Since the equation (3.11, 2) implies that 7a/)2is

decomposable, we put

where a and /?are functions of the indicated variables respectively. Substitut-

ing this expression into (3.11, 1), and integrating, we may put

a=3au2+2bu

b being a constant. Then it follows from (3.11) that p has the expression

(3.12) pi-aui+bul+u^ + r>

where y is a function of yp.

Since the squared length 0 of Y―(pK) is equal to

^ = pit+gqppqpp

in the system (u, yp), we substitute (3.10) and derivatives of (3.12) into this

equation, and obtain the identity

8au(aus+bu2+uB+r)==(3au2+2bu + B)2+g'!P(u8Q+r<,)(uPP+rp)
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putting Tq=dj. Comparing the coefficientsof u＼ we see a~0. This is a con-

tradiction and the case (b) does not occur.

(c) If b^-0, then 0 is of type (I, B) in (1.20) and there is the same adapted

coordinate system (u, ua) as that in the case (a), and <Z>is expressed as

(3.13) 0=Tbu2+c,

c being a constant, and the metric form of M is given by (3.9). If we denote

the metric tensor of M by (frp), then non-vanishing components of the Christoffel

symbol of M with respect to the adapted coordinate system (u, ua) are

where
ran

irff=-"/'" ＼wr^- irf/=ir/9/'

is the Christoffelsymbol composed from the metric tensor /r/9of M.

The covariant differentiationwith respect to la＼ will be denoted by 7.

The components of the second covariant derivative V≪7^/o2are expressed as

(3.14) ifi^d^-^dppK

with respect to (u, ua), and essentials of the equation (3.3) are

(3.15)

Vf7WiPi=d(>d1d1pi--VfF1p*=0,

VlVfFaP^dXpVaP* l^ap2 = bu"f?a ,
It

VrV^ap2=lrV^ap>+ufr^aV1p*+ufraVfiV1p2=O

Substituting (3.14, 2) into (3.15, 2), we see that d1p2―(2/u)p2 is decomposable

and put in the form

(3.16) dlPl―^p*=a(u)+p{ua),

a being a function of u and /3a function of {ua) belonging to M. Substituting

the third derivative of p'2in u into (3.15, 1), we have the equation

(3.17) ua"+2a'=3bu'2.

The solution of this equation is given by

(3.18) a=-rbuSjr
4

B

u
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where B is a constant and a constant term has been transferred into /3of(3.16)

Subsituting (3.18) into (3.16) and dividing by u'＼we have

./1

v u2
p')=

and consequently pz is expressed as

(3.19) * 1P-J

4

huA ―

bu +

B

y being a function of ua belonging to

(3.14, 3),(3.19) and (3.17),we have

B
+

u2

uB-'rll^J

M. Taking account of the expressions

V/7/9Vay=V/57ffiS + (&u5+/3)//3a

and, comparing this equation with (3.15, 3),

(3.20) ^≪iS = -jS/^.

Subsisting (3.14, 2), (3.14, 3) and (3.19) into (3.15, 3) and

(3.20), we see that the function y satisfies the equation

(3.21) VFflar=-Vffi*%7+frFar+fra!ff)

on M.

Since the squared length 0 of Y={pK) is given by

0 />!"+
L

fpapl>p≪

taking account of

with respect to the adapted coordinate system (u, ua), we substitute(3.13) and

derivatives of (3.19) into this equation, and obtain the identity

4 bu*-~-uP+uir)(jbui +<)

=(jbus-p+2ury+fPa(urp-fo)(ura-pa)

where /3a=daJ8 and Ya=^day. Comparing the coefficientsof u＼ uz and u2 in the

both sides, we have c=0, /3―0 and

-bB=4f+fPartira.

Thus the assoiated scalar fieldp is expressed as

(3.22) p^^ibv+sbu'r^ief-Hf^r^a)

^-~L(bu"+4rrHf^r^ral

by use of a solution r of (3.21) on M.
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Since 0 satisfiesthe equation (3.4) with b^O, by virtue of Theorem A, we

have the following

Proposition 2, (c). In Case (2, c) under the same assumption as that of

Proposition 1, the manifold M is a Euclidean space and p is given by (3.22),

Proof of Theorem 1 in Case (2, c). The squared length 0 given by (3.13)

has a staionary point 0 corresponding to m=0 in {u, ua) and the hypersurface

M is the unit hypersphere with point O as center. The rays issuing from 0

are />-curves of 0, and the function y is constant on each of the rays.

Let F be one of the rays and F* the image f(F) in M*. Since the con-

stant b in (3.22) should be positive, we put 6=16a2, a>0. We can take a value

u0 so large that

(3.23) p(u)>aul (u>u0)

holds. The arc-length s* of F* is related to u of F by the equation

ds*

Tu

1

_

p

Denoting by s^ the value of s* corresponding to u0 and taking account of the

inequality (3.23), we obtain the inequality

5*-S*<
a＼u0

~~n)< (u>u0)
au0

Hence the length of the image F* is bounded as u tends to the infinity. This

contradicts the globalness of /. Theorem 1 is thus proved in this case.

4. Case (3) where U^0 and k-^0.

In this paragraph we shall consider the case where the subset U is not

empty and the constant k is not equal to 0. We may suppose k is positive

without loss of generality and put k―1 for simplicity. Moreover this case splits

into the two following cases.

(a) If the function Q is constant, then Q is equal to zero as easily seen

from (1.8) and (1.11),and we have

(4.1) pi=01-0t+b.

The square p2 itselfis decomposable and satisfiesthe equations

V^^ip'^gj^tpt+g^^+g^jp*,

^r^a^Pp2=-(2ga^rP2 + gra^Vp2+gr^aP2)
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of the same type as the equations (1.14). The fieldp is given by the expression

(4.1)in which $i and #2 are solutions of the respective equations of (1.14).

Proof of Theorem 1 in Case (3, a). Let P be a geodesic curve with arc-

length u lying in the part M^P), Pe£7, and P* the image /(F) in M*. Then,

along jT,
<o2

is given by

ps=j4eStt+£e-8B + C,

y4, B and C being constants. Since the arc-length u of P is extendable to the

infinitiesof two sides, A and B should be non-negative and at least one of them

be positive. Putting A~2a'＼a>0, we can take a value u0 so large that

p(u)>aeu (u>u0)

holds. Using the same notations and arguments at the end of§3, the arc-

length s* of P* is bounded as

S*-4<≪"*(/fl (W>≪o).

This contradicts the globalness of /, and Theorem 1 is proved in this case.

(b) If the function Q is not constant, then the equations (1.12) show that

@1―pz and 02+pz are special concircular scalar fieldswith characteristic con-

stant 1 and ―1 in MX(P) and M2(P) passing through every point P of U, re-

spectively. By virtue of Theorem A, we have the following

Proposition 3. In Case (3, b) under the same assumption as that of Pro-

position 1, the manifold M is the product Riemannian manifold MiXM2, in which

Mi is a pseudo-hyperbolic space or a hyperbolic sapce and M2 a sphere. Either

the part Mx or M2 may be a straight line.

The part Mx admits a special concircular scalar field a and an adapted co-

ordinate system (u, ua), a, j8,y―2, ･･･, nu such that u is the arc-length of p-

curves of a, a satisfiesthe equation

(4.2) o"(u)= a,

prime indicating derivatives in u, and the metric form ds* of Mx is given by

ds^du^+o'^U^,

where ds^=f^adu^dua is the metric form of an (nt―l)-dimensional Riemannian

manifold Mx. By suitable choice of the arc-length u of ^-curves of a, we take

the function

(4.3) a=eu―Be-u
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as representative of orin Mx. For the later use, we notice that a satisfies the

equations

(4.4) o'2-a2=:4B

and

(4.5) (ff7*')'+(ff7ff')8=l.

Components of the Christoffelsymbol of Mx are given by (1.19) with o for

p. Then the equation (1.12, 1) splitsinto

'd1d1(<P1-p2)=01-02-p2+b,

(4.6) ■afy(0i-|D8)- ■^3/,(01-/o*)=O,

.＼l^O1-pi)+aralffnd1{01-pi)={01-Ot-Pi+b)a'if^.

From (4.6, 2) we see (01―p2)/a' decomposable in Mx and put

(4.7) 0l-p*=o'＼:a1{u, yp)+r(ua, ypft,

where ax and y are functions dependent on the indicated variables respectively.

Substituting (4.7) into (4.6,1) and taking account of (4.2), we have the equation

a'd1d1ax+2(j"dia1--=-R2+b,

by means of which we may put

(4.8) ar*diai^(-R2+b)a+4Uyp),

A2 being a function of yp. Substituting (4.7) into (4.6, 3) and using (4.4) and

(4.8), we have the equation

(4.9) <T/(^r7/3r~4Br/^)=4[JB(a'a1-02+6)-(7/l2]/^.

The expression in the parentheses in the left hand side is independent of u and

the expression in the brackets in the right hand side independent of ua. Hence,

if J3^0, then we may put

B(a'ai~02+b)-aX2=:Ba'ft2(yp),

where ft2is a function of yp. Substituting the expression of a'a^ obtained from

(4.7)into the firstequation and putting

we have the relation

(4.10) 0,-^= 02-&+/32<7+ri<y
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where /32Is a function of yp, yx Is of ua and yp, and satisfiesthe equation

(4.11) 7,Va=4flri/r/>.

By similar arguments, the part M2 admits a special concircular scalar field

r satisfying the equation

(4.12) t"(v)=-t

in the arc-length v of p-curves of r, and an adapted coordinate system (v, v*),

l> ?)tC~ni+2? ･･･,n, where the metric form ds22 of M2 is of the form

dssi=dv*+T'*'<n?

and 'dT^―frjidvridviis the metric form of an (n2―l)-dimensional Riemannian

manifold M9. We take the function

(4.13) v=~~co$v

as representative of r in M2. We can obtain the relation

(4.14) <P.2+pz=<J>i+b+t3lT+r^,

where /3Xis a function of xh, y% is of xh and v% and satisfiesthe eqaution

(4.15) ^r.= -ri/,e-

Comparing the relations (4.10) and (4.14) and taking account of linear in-

dependence among a, a', t and tr, we can see that p2 is expressed in the form

(4.16) pi=01-02+b+{AT+^r/)a+(aT+r^)<ff>

where A is a constant, a a function of ua, jS one of v" and j one of wa and v＼

and they satisfy the equations

respectively.

If 5=0 in (4.3), or <r= 6tt,then the equation (4.8) turns to

91≪1=-(02-6)<r≪+4;t8e-2tt

and the solution is given by

a1=(02-/))e-u-2 V2M+/≪2(3'P),

fit being a function of yp. Substituting this expression into (4.7), we have the

relation

(4.17) 01^p'=0^b^22ze-u+r,eu
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where yx is defined by yi―j ＼fh and satisfiesthe equation

(4.18) VrVf>7i=-***frli
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as seen from (4.9). On the other hand, we have again the relations(4.14),and,

by comparing this relation with (4.17),see that p* is expressed in the form

(4.19) p2-~=0x-02+b+(Ar+ pT')e-u+(aT+rt')eu.

The functions A, a, j8 and j are of the same properties as those in (4.16) but a

and y satisfy the equations of type (4.18) in Mx.

Next we shall seek for the expressions of 0X and #2. The equation (1.14,1)

splitsinto the four essential equations

l^1l101=dpd1d101-2-~lpV101 = 2dp01,

(4.20) ＼l1l^tt01^dll^a0l-2^il?la01=2a'tf^d101,

= <T'*{2fftaVr01+fraVa01+fTa'VB0i)= <rf'{2fPa7r01+frPVa01+fra'7p01)

with respect to the adapted system (w, ua) In M1# Substituting the expression

into (4.20, 2) and using the relation(4.5), we may put

(4.21) d10i-2a-~-(P1--=(p1+2(p1)

where ipx is a function of u and <pxof the other ua in Mx. By means of (4.4),

the third derivative of 0t in u is equal to

Therefore it follows from (4.20, 1) that <p[is expressed as

, 8C,

d being a constant. Substituting the expression (4.3),the function <pxis given by

(4.22) *"=',?.+%

where the integral constant has been transferredinto <px. By integration of (4.21)

substituted with (4.22),the function 0X is given by
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(4.23) 01=o)1(ieu+Be-u)i-^1+(C1-B<p1)e-iu,

where a>1is a function of ua belonging to Mx. Substituting this expression into

(4.20, 3) and (4.20, 4), we see the functions cp^and (Di satisfying the equations

and

7J.7i9a7w1=4B(2//9aartt>1+/r/9a≪G>1+/raai9ft>1)

-2(ffiadr<p1+frpda</fl+frad^l)

on Mi respectively.

By similar arguments to those on 0U the part 02 of 0 is expressed as

(4.24) 0Z=CZ―202 sin v cos y+a)2 sin%v

with respect to the adapted coordinate system (v, vs)in M2, where C2 is a con-

stant, 02 and ft>2are functions of vs of M2 and satisfy the equations

V^|02=-02/,f
and

on M2 respectively.

Thus the associated scalar fieldp has the expression (4.16) or (4.19) with a,

t, 0X and 02 given by (4.3),(4.13),(4.23) and (4.24) respectively.

Proof of Theorem 1 in Case (3, b). Let P be a point of U, F an arbitrary

p-curve of a which lies in Mi(P), and F* the image f(F) of F in M*. The

coefficients
^4,

a, /3,7-in (4.16) or (4.19), <J)Uaixin (4.23) and (pz, &>2in (4.24) are

all constant on F. The function @x is of the second order in eu and e~u, and

the other terms in (4.16) or (4.19) are of less order. The value of ati on F

should not be negative for p2>0 for any value of u.

If 6>i^0 on F and we put a>i=2a2, then we can take a value u0 so large that

p>aeu

for m>m0- By the same argument as that in Case (3, a), we can see that the

length of the image F* is bounded as u tends to the infinity. This contradicts

the globalness of /.

If a)!identically vanishes, then the coefficient Cx―B<px of e~%u should not be

negative. If C1―B(p1>0> we can apply the similar argument to this case and

yield a contradiction.

If Cx―B(px~0 everywhere, then (px is constant and so is 0t in M. Then, in

order for />2>0 everywhere, the coefficients

―A cosy-f/Ssin v and ―a cos v+r sin v
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in (4.16) or (4.19) should be always positive,but it cannot occur.

As consequence of discussions in three Cases (1),(2) and (3), we have com-

pleted a proof of Theorem 1.
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